
London Summer Mission
 2021 Covid Info

The Housing
We are currently anticipating limiting living quarters to two
participants per room. We are also creating a contingency plan
to provide extra housing in case of the need to quarantine.

The Social Spaces
We will encourage students to gather outdoors for social
interaction whenever possible

The Meeting Spaces
When meetings necessitate congregating indoors, we will
follow local city guidelines with regards to social distancing,
masks and limiting room capacity. 

The Finances
SM application fees $25 are waived to ease cost. Also, the
current flights we are considering are refundable up until 30
days before departure.

The Evangelism
In a time when students are looking for hope more than ever,
sharing the good news of Jesus is of utmost priority. However,
we are planning to initiate spiritual conversations respectfully
and safely, maintaining local guidelines with regard to masks
and social distancing.



The Organizational Support
We are currently anticipating limiting living quarters to two
participants per room. We are also creating a contingency plan
to provide extra housing in case of the need to quarantine.

The Time
We’re building in contingencies knowing that we don’t know
everything right now, but, by the time we get to Summer
Mission (SM) there will have been more months of progress
related to testing availability and protocols,
quarantine/isolation and mitigation strategies, prevention
measures, etc. There is also the possibility that vaccines will be
available by the time SMs start.

The Students
We think students want to go on SM. Many students will be
longing for the fellowship, development and ministry that may
have been lacking because of COVID’s effect on our local
movements.

In all of this we want to be both wise and sensitive to the realities of
COVID and faithfully wise and bold in sharing Christ with others.

For further questions, email team leaders:
michael.rose@designmovement.org
rebecca.williams@cru.org
andrew.williams@cru.org
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